CHAOS and FEAR in Aug-Sept 1945
CHAOS and FEAR of nuclear annihilation in Aug-Sept 1945 initiated a chain of
events that produced the UN in Oct 1945 and lock-step, consensus science that
finally surfaced as Climategate emails in Nov 2009. That is the inescapable
conclusion from precise experimental data** and research by the nuclear
geochemist, KAZUO KURODA, who took secret possession of Japan’s atomic
bomb plans in August 1945: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/2170881.stm
Earlier Aston had warned that uncontrolled release of nuclear energy could
change Earth to a star [See page 20, last paragraph of Aston's Nobel Prize
Lecture, 12 Dec 1922]: http://veksler.jinr.ru/becquerel/text/books/aston-lecture.pdf
These Aug-Sept 1945 events scared world leaders into hiding knowledge of
nuclear energy in cores of atoms and stars after the UN was formed in Oct 1945:
1. Allied atomic bombs destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki on 6, 9 Aug 1945;
2. Japan exploded an atomic bomb off the east coast of Konan, Korea on 12
Aug 1945; http://tinyurl.com/my5zsty
3. Stalin’s USSR troops captured Japan’s atomic bomb facility and took
scientists and technicians to Russia; http://tinyurl.com/n3agdan
4. On 29 Aug 1945 Stalin’s troops captured and held the crew of an American
B-29 for weeks of negotiations to form the UN; http://tinyurl.com/n3agdan
5. A copy of Japan's atomic bomb plans vanished from government control
for fifty-seven year: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/2170881.stm
**This paper and my biography contain nine pages of precise experimental data
that falsify post-1945 lock-step, consensus models of energy in cores of:
1. Heavy atoms like Uranium
2. Some planets like Jupiter
3. Ordinary stars like the Sun
4. Galaxies like the Milky Way
5. The expanding Universe
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10640850/Solar_Energy.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10640850/Chapter_2.pdf
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Aston’s Warning in December 1922

Francis W. Aston
Mass Spectra and Isotopes
Nobel Lecture December 12, 1922
http://veksler.jinr.ru/becquerel/text/books/aston-lecture.pdf

“Should the research worker of the future
discover some means of releasing this
energy in a form which could be employed,
the human race will have at its command
powers beyond the dreams of scientific
fiction; but the remote possibility must
always be considered that the energy once
liberated will be completely uncontrollable
and by its intense violence detonate all
neighbouring substances. In this event the
whole of the hydrogen on the earth might
be transformed at once and the success of
the experiment published at large to the
universe as a new star.”
Page 20, Last paragraph, Aston’s Nobel Prize Lecture
http://veksler.jinr.ru/becquerel/text/books/aston-lecture.pdf
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